
AQUA LUNG OMNI YELLOW

€839,00 Oorspronkelijke prijs was:
€839,00.€499,00Huidige prijs is:
€499,00.

Prijs is inclusief Color kit two € 129

Prijs is incl extra trampockets twv € 30

Laatste uit voorraad!

LET OP: ruilen NIET mogelijk!

SKU: QA3253100-1-1
Categories: BCD - Trimvest, Opruiming
Tag: Aqua Lung

GALLERY IMAGES

https://www.abcdiveshop.nl/product-categorie/bcd-trimvest/trimvest-bcd-trimvest-bcd/
https://www.abcdiveshop.nl/product-categorie/opruiming/
https://www.abcdiveshop.nl/product-tag/aqua-lung/


PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Created for anyone who wants to fully customize their dive gear, the Omni is a revolutionary jacket-style
BCD designed to fit your specific style and size. Do not forget to order your color kit when purchasing your
OMNI. Bringing ModLock technology popularized by our Rogue & Outlaw BCD's connector system, the Omni
allows you to choose from 3 universal sizing components: for your back, your shoulders and your waist,
allowing for dozens of size combinations. Continue your customization by choosing from multiple accessory
options and 6 color kits. This is the ideal platform to create a personalized BC with perfect fit and your
choice of color!

FEATURES

ModLock connectors allow for interchangeable back, shoulders and waist strap components to create
dozens of possible sizes and configurations.
ModLock connectors easily click into place and are simply unlocked with a small tool such as a key or
pen.
Color kits available in 6 options with the following components: back pad, reusable mesh bag,
Surelock II weight pockets, octo pocket, console holder, inflator hold down, zipper pulls, and chest
strap slider.
Customizable jacket style BCD with the most desired features: zippered pockets, stainless steel D-
rings, octo holder & knife attachment point.
GripLock tank band finger-saver feature and macro presets create an easy and safe solution for
securing and detaching a cylinder to the BCD.
Patented SureLock II Weight System - allows you to easily insert the weight pouch and an audible
"click" lets you know the weights are secure in the BCD. Once engaged, the weights can be released
with a firm pull of the handle.
A new 3-position bladder retraction system pulls in the sides of the bladder during deflation keeping
the unit streamlined and reducing drag.
Adjustable chest strap for personalized comfort.
Features 4 Stainless Steel D-rings for streamlined accessory attachment.
Both upper and lower right pull dump valves.

How to assemble



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

kies maat BCD S, M, ML, L


